The Future's Calling Us

FORWARD THINKING ROCK (d=104) f

The future's calling us.

The future's calling us.

The future's calling us.

We did the things that we set out to do.

We set our sights and then we zeroed in.

We kept our focus and we made it through.

We gave it all we had and played to win.

We're taking it to the next level, oh!

The future's that-a-way.

REPEAT ON D.S. ALSO

Time to go! One two three. Pick it up.

Future's calling us.

One two three. Pick it up. Yeah yeah.
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The Future's Calling Us - 2

The future's calling us — Calling us.

Step ping to the future, it's our journey, and it's
With our compass and direction, we're on course, it's

(dye)

calling us. calling us. One two three. Pick it up. Future's calling us. One two three. Pick it up. Yeah yeah.

The future's calling us — Calling us.

One two three. Pick it up. Future's calling us. One two three. Pick it up. Yeah yeah.

The future's calling us — Calling us.